Gabrovo – Creative City

Gabrovo is a city with hundreds of years of history and culture. Visitors will find
much of interest in the town’s history, culture, ethnography, religion, architecture
and arts. The area is situated in the middle of Bulgaria, marked by the official
geographical center of the state. It is therefore often described as lying in "the
heart" of the country. But the heart is not a matter of geography alone. Gabrovo
deserves the connotation with the very heart, having always been, from its
legendary foundation on, a place of productivity, pulsating with energy.
Situated in the valley of the river Yantra and embedded between dense forests
and soft mountains, the long stretched town is a grown entity in dialogue with the
surrounding nature. According to the local lore, the town, founded by a
blacksmith, made use right from the start of the advantages the river and the
woods were offering for production: knives, metal tools, turnery, textiles, furriery.
They all became well known and widely sold goods.
Gabrovo is also a designated Creative city of Crafts and Folk Art, jointed the
UNESCO Creative Cities Network in 2017. As a Creative City, Gabrovo recommitted to develop and exchange innovative practices to promote creative
industries, strengthen participation in cultural life, and integrate culture into
sustainable urban development policies.
Gabrovo is called the international Capital of Humour. It is a very specific humour,
full of self-irony, which characterizes Gabrovians as an ingenious people when it
comes to save money and any kind of resources. But one should not
misunderstand the little stories and anecdotes as mere jokes. They refer clearly to
a life full of hardship and endangered by poverty. We, the Gabrovians of today,
have had to become survival artists and experts in thriftiness.
In the beginning of the 20th century, along the sweeping torrents of the Yantra
River streams, Gabrovian people placed cog wheels, mills and grindstones. They
laid the foundations of a strong national industry, they converted the former
settlement into a leading industrial centre . This only came to life because of the
inner energy, ingenuity, hard work and common sense.
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The municipality includes 133 villages, impressive with their natural sights. The
Gabrovo villages are part of the magic of the region. Perched on the slopes of the
Balkans, they are the ideal place for relax, summer residences for artists, art camps
and performances. The nature of this mountainous city is this nuance, which
softens the typical urban characteristics, whose industry cohabits in harmony with
the cultural life and whose social-economical and community development
involves messages and practices for an environmentally -friendly and healthy life.
Crafts, traditions, humour and satire as well as modern art are fundamental for
Gabrovo's cultural life. Cultural institutions in Gabrovo are various: the “Etar”
Ethnographic Open-Air Museum, the Museum of the architectural historical
reserve of the authentic village of Bozhentsi, the “House of Humour and Satire”
(the city is designated as Capital of Humour and Satire!) and the Interactive
Museum of Industry. Gabrovo also hosts numerous international fairs and festivals
as the International fair of crafts, the International festival of humour and satire,
the International meeting of the illusionists “Zaltna kotka”, the Festival of the
spiritual music, the International festival of the chamber music and a number of
other musical and theatrical forums, which form a knowledgeable audience with
acute sensitivity.

For more information:
visit.gabrovo.bg/BG/
creativecity.gabrovo.bg/en
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PLACES TO VISIT
You can visit only in Gabrovo the unique Interactive Museum of Industry.
The Museum is created with the mission that it builds-up cultural and tourist product of
the region, revealing the wealth of old time traditions and inspiring historical heritage,
connected to industrial past, present and future of the town.
The museum is projected in an attractive and provocative way, so that it preserves,
interprets, makes popular, develops and educates local resources within a wide spectrum
of audience from local and regional, national and world-wide level.
The Museum gives an answer to the modern requirements of the audiences, by
contemporary technological appliances, new perceptions and methods for research with
the active participation of the visitor.
Only here now you can experience something unique. You can become a Formula 1 pilot,,
experience the thrill and adrenaline from the race of one of the world's most famous
tracks,
High speed fans, thirsty for adventure, brave and self - confident will not find a bigger
challenge.

The Museum is taking an active social role in educational process, teaching a feeling of
identity, belonging, value and acknowledgement.
Upgrade tourist interest during the whole year as a part of united strategy for cultural
revival and renewal.
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As people with unique character the inhabitants of Gabrovo are thrifty, curious, able to
joke and laugh and to create and sell, abiding by the old motto “Work, persevere and
don`t be afraid".
A great part of Gabrovo inner spirit and concept of life is tightly connected with humour
in all its forms: humour in jokes and verbal story-telling, humour and satire in arts, cinema,
theatre and literature, self-irony as a survival technique in hard times and times of social
turbulence, humour in street performances, culminating with the famous Carnival parade.
Most of our annual big-scale international events and festivals are focused on humour.
The House of Humour and Satire is a very active cultural operator in the city, already well
linked internationally. It combines features of a museum and an art gallery.
The mission of the museum is to collect, display and promote the humour of all peoples
of the world in fine arts, literature and folklore, photography, posters and merry
happenings all over the globe. It is a vast venue with its 10 exhibition halls, library, record
studio, conference hall, souvenir stand, free car park. Visitors can enjoy the expositions,
as well as other funny attractions, on four floors. The museum hosts a rich stock called
“Humour of Peoples” that
includes more than 52, 000
pieces of art in painting,
sculpture,
caricature,
graphics, photography and
posters from 173 countries all
around the world. The most
interesting in the calendar of
events are the International
Biennial of Humour and Satire
in Arts and the National
Meeting of Storytellers.
Its motto is "The world lasts
because it laughs".
http://www.humorhouse.bg/enindex.html

It is said that the people of Gabrovo:
•
•
•
•

cut off the tails of their cats so they can close the door faster when they let the
cat out, in order to save heat. Indeed, a black cat with a cut-off tail is one of
Gabrovo's symbols;
put green spectacles on their donkeys so that the donkeys will mistake shavings
for hay and eat it;
sweat both in the smithy and when bargaining in the market place;
are so aggressive in business that when something new has only just hit the
headlines somewhere, it has already been done in Gabrovo.
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Examples from the period of pre-industrial craftsmanship and the dawn of
industrialization can still be experienced in nearby open-air ethnographic museum “Etar”,
where can be seen various types of water driven constructions, partly still used for the
demonstration of traditional crafts and techniques.
“Etar” is a unique on the Balkan Peninsula.

The museum provides interesting activities:
EVENT CALENDAR 2019
February 1th –28th 2019 - "Little hands, come to work" /workshop on the making of
martenista (a small piece of adornment, made of white and red yarn, symbol of health) Upon preliminary request.
March 5th – May 5th 2019 - Children's scarecrow-making competition - - "Little hands,
come to work", Workshop “Learn and Experience” – Family activities – every Saturday.
April 1th – 20th 2019 - "Lazarka school" /preparation and introduction of girls to the
Lazaruvane custom (traditional spring ritual, performed by young maids entering
adulthood) Educational youth program.
April 25th 2019 – Workshop "Little hands, come to work” - acquainting with plant dyes
and decorating Easter eggs.
May 5th – 6th 2019 - St. George's celebration at the museum /reenactments of rituals
associated with St. George's day, folklore program/, 11:00–16:00 - decoration of St.
George's breads, butter whipping. Workshop "Little hands, come to work” - 11:00–16:00
traditional Bulgarian techniques.
May 19th 2019 – The day after the Carnival competition “How Grandma and Grandpa used
to play”, Workshop “Learn and Experience” – acquainting with traditional Bulgarian crafts.
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June 1th 2019 – International Children's Day, Workshops "Little hands, come to work"!" Learning how to make toys from natural materials.
June 9th 2019 - World wide Knit in public day in open, Workshop “Learn and Experience”
- or some interesting knitting techniques.
June 23th – 24th 2019 – St. John's Eve Celebration - Workshop “Learn and Experience” Creating herbal wreaths and bunches. Picking herbs. Herbal products market.

September 6th - 8th 2019 - International Fair of Traditional Crafts - the biggest event in the
calendar of initiatives. Masters of folklore craftsmanship and domestic art present their
unique traditional tools and manual techniques to celebrate human inventiveness…
The program of the Fair includes:
•
•
•
•
•

International bazaar exhibition of traditional crafts;
Art Zone bazaar exhibition;
International Craftsman Competition in Pottery;
Exhibitions;
Folklore program.

For more information about the Fair: http://fair.etar.bg/en
November 15th – 20th 2019 – Koleduvane school (traditional caroling ritual performed on
Christmas Eve) – Educational youth program. Workshop "Little hands, come to work” –
learning how to make "survaknitsa" (decorated cornel twig, used by children to lightly tap
people's backs when wishing them Happy New Year) and toys for the Christmas tree,
made from natural products.

December 11th 2019 - Workshop “Learn and Experience” or how to be an artisan for a day.
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The architectural reserve Bozhentsi is a picturesque valley that successfully preserves the
spirit of times past, where beautiful landscapes, architectural forms and the spirit of the
Balkan people create its original
atmosphere. The museum-village is
a historically grown architectural
ensemble of traditional houses from
the 18th and 19th centuries and as
such under protection.

EVENT CALENDAR 2019
APRIL 25th – 27th 2019 – Decorating Easter eggs
May 11 th -12th 2019 – Workshop – How to make a Gabrovian cat
June 03 th – 08 th 2019, 10th – 14th 2019 - 33rd National Children Plein Air “A Fairy Tale
Come True” - as seen through the eyes of the wind whisperers – those who know that a
picture says a thousand words…
July 06th and 20th 2019 - Traditional Folk Dance Lesson - Workshop "Byala Bulgarka"
July 13th and 27th 2019 - Ceramic pottery decoration workshop - Eliza Art
August 01th – 11th 2019 - Summer international summer academy of dramaturgy - in
partnership with "Arte Urban Collective", Bulgaria
August 03th and 7th 2019 - Traditional Folk Dance
Lesson - Workshop "Byala Bulgarka"
August 24th – 25th 2019 – Creative glass
workshops “Glass Tangle”
August 31th 2019 - Ceramic pottery decoration
workshop - Eliza Art
September 21th – 22th 2019 – Wine festival

Or just to get married in BOJENTSI
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GABROVO can offer a very special experience for visitors with different tastes and
interest, creating a positive synergetic effect for all sides involved.

The City of Festivals – come and enjoy with us:

29 – 31 March 2019
Experience the unique festival of magicians and see what lies beyond reality and our
deceitful human perception of it…
International Festival of the Illusion Arts “Magic Gathering Golden Cat” 8 – Gabrovo is also
known as a Capital of Magic.
If you happen to be in Gabrovo in the spring we invite you to stay for a day or two (at a
neighbor’s, of course) so that you can enjoy some magical experience as every
year, magicians from all over the world are gathering in the center of Bulgaria. To have
fun, to learn from the best and to compete for the "Golden Cat" Award.
http://quickhands.pro/
May 18th 2019
Gabrovo Carnival
We host, we experience, we give and we take, we share, we interpret, we provoke, we
rekindle. We dress ourselves; we dress the buildings, the streets, the monuments, the
rivers and the parks….

The Carnival, being the culmination of the International Festival of Humour and Satire is
the most visited public event in Gabrovo. During the carnival procession – the most
massive and attractive event, the audience outnumbers more than 20 000 spectators.
Numerically this is more than a third of the entire population of Gabrovo. The age of the
participants range between 1 and 101 which gives us the right to say that there is hardly
any family in the town which does not take part in the parade either as a participant or as
a spectator. Nothing unites the town more than its most popular event. The Carnival in
Gabrovo has a strategic mission to promote and confirm the public image of the city as a
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place for fun and laughter, providing an unique opportunity for everyone to participate
directly in the occasions, for self-expression, for making an inside look, to deride the social
and political situation, in which we all live at this particular moment. The Carnival
message, aimed at the participants and spectators, is and has always been to live through
it, becoming its co-creator.
Throughout the holiday week a number of other cultural events are occurring, culminating
in a festive concert, a massive 3D mapping show and a fireworks show.
https://carnival.gabrovo.bg/en/home/

May 17th 2019
International Biennial of Humour and Satire in Art - The largest international event of the
House of Humour and Satire that provokes various competitions for the humorous and
satiric achievements in arts. The world lasts because it laughs …
The International Biennial of Humour and Satire in Art is held every two years since 1973
in May. This is the most renowned show for cartoonists in Bulgaria. Prizes are awarded
for many genres and types of arts (cartoon, painting, sculpture, humorous-satirical
drawing and illustration, satirical graphics, photography literature).
http://www.humorhouse.bg/enindex.html

17 – 19 May 2019
III International Carving Festival of Laughter
There are a lot of reasons to visit Gabrovo in May. For
the third consecutive year, the International Carving
Festival of Laughter will be held. You will be able to see
various fun shapes carved in watermelons, melons and
many other fruits and vegetables. All competitors must
prepare their humorous work in advance, which
includes a personal interpretation of the popular
Gabrovo jokes provided by the organizer as well as
characteristic comic characters.
https://carnival.gabrovo.bg/en/home/
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6 – 7 July 2019
X National Festival of Authentic Folklore “Songs at the Foot of the Balkan Mountains”
The program runs within two days. There are no age restrictions for the participants. The
festival has a competitive nature. Participants are evaluated by a competent jury. The
festival is held in the name of: searching, studying, preserving and popularizing the
authentic Bulgarian folklore with the diversity and specifics of the different folklore areas
in Bulgaria; promoting the continuity of transmission of authentic folklore to the younger
generation; turning the festival into a holiday of spirit, a place for personal and creative
exchange among the participants.
SUMMER 2019
“Take me in your village” initiative started in 2013 and
is already active for a 6th year.
This is a very successful model that shows the
collaboration between elderly people and youngsters.
Elderly people from the local villages host young
people in their homes and teach them the old
Bulgarian traditions, crafts, culinary art, folklore.
Young people, in turn, help them in their daily
activities and bridging the gap between generations.
3 - 7 June 2019
International cartoonists meeting in Gabrovo. Focus: the Balkans
Renowned cartoonists gather in Gabrovo for a week of talks, discussions, meetings with
cartoon fans, master classes and drawing. Famous for its humour, Gabrovo is home to
one of the most unusual museums - that of humour and satire, which collaborates with
partner museums in town to organize an impressive 5-day cartoon programme. The
cartoonists meeting is realized with the support of Gabrovo Municipality.

9 – 16 September 2019
International Festival “Days of Chamber Music”
Express yourself in a gentle way; broaden the format; provoke a broader international
participation, live through music …
Breaking the routine and stereotypes, the presence of class performers from Bulgaria and
abroad - this is the brief feature of the last edition of the international music festival “Days
of Chamber Music”. Since its creation in 1976, this is the most extensive festival program
- concerts with an extremely varied and wide genre spectrum. The aim is to satisfy almost
all the tastes and wishes of the highly educated Gabrovo audience, who during the festival
evenings fill in questionnaires and thus directly influences both the programming of the
“Days of Chamber Music” and the season of the Gabrovo Chamber Orchestra. Some of
the concerts have their own slogan, which will help all those who have attended for the
first time the festival to find their way into the music messages.
https://www.gko.gabrovo.bg/en/history
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12 – 13 October 2019
XVII International Festival "Spiritual Music Celebrations"
Save your soul and continue the tradition, enrich the agenda, go on a virtual tour of the
“Songs of the bell”…
The Festival of Spiritual Music is one of the significant cultural events in Gabrovo. It takes
place on the day of St. Petka, which has been declared to be the spiritual holiday of
Gabrovo. The celebrations dedicated to the patron saint of Gabrovo have the noble
purpose through the beauty and the glamour of Eastern Orthodox music and the
significant examples of the European sacral choral culture to contribute to the inclusion
of the values of the Christian religion and the spiritual and aesthetic upbringing of the
people. The main purpose of the festival is to show and promote church chants. The main
emphasis in every edition of the festival lays on the Orthodox singing, and when Catholic
or secular choirs are at festival, they perform their programs in a secular hall. Every year,
the festival hosts various church and secular choirs from Bulgaria, as well as choirs from
the Balkans and all over Europe.

GABROVO – WAITING TO BE EXPLORED…
For all kind of information, everyone can contact the Tousist Information Center – GABROVO
5300 Gabrovo, “Opalchenska” 11 Str., Phone: (+359) 66 818 406, e-mail: tic@gabrovo.bg
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